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About 47% of pathogenic point mutations could be corrected
by ABE-induced A$T-to-G$C conversions. However, the
applications of ABEs are still hindered by undesired editing ef-
ficiency, limited editing scopes, and off-targeting effects. Here,
we develop a new adenine base editor, by embedding TadA-8e
monomer into SpRY-nCas9, named as CE-8e-SpRY, which
exhibits higher activity at NRN than NYN PAMs favored by
SpRY nuclease. CE-8e-SpRY could target nearly all genomic
sites in principle and induces the highest targeting efficiency
among tested SpRY-based ABEs. In addition, CE-8e-SpRY
also shows reduced RNA and DNA off-targeting activities.
With optimized sgRNAs, CE-8e-SpRY induces efficient or
desired target editing at some disease-relevant loci where
conventional ABEs were unable to induce precise and satisfied
editing. Taken together, our CE-8e-SpRY could broaden the
applicability of ABEs in correcting or introducing pathogenic
point mutations.
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INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous cytosine deamination in living organisms, if not cor-
rected, will result in C$G to T$A conversion, which contributes to
about 47% of pathogenic point mutations for human genetic diseases
in the ClinVar database.1–4 Adenine base editors (ABEs), containing
the adenosine deaminase fused to N terminus of D10A nickase Cas9
(nCas9), mediate single base transition of A-to-G or T-to-C at a guide
RNA-programmed target site.1 ABEs perform base editing efficiently
without breaking double-strand DNA, and with high product purity,
demonstrating their great potential in installing or correcting patho-
genic mutations.1,5,6 However, the target sites edited by ABEs, like by
other CRISPR-Cas-derived editors, need a properly positioned PAM.
For example, NGG PAM, which is recognized by the widely used
adenine base editor, ABEmax, occurs only in 1 of 16 genome se-
quences.7 To access more target sequences, more ABEs targeting
diverse PAMs are developed either by using other Cas nucleases,
like SaCas9, or by engineering Cas9 to target non-canonical PAMs,
like NG PAM.7–9 SpRY-Cas9, developed by structure-guided muta-
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genesis, is capable of targeting NRN (where R is A or G) and NYN
(where Y is C or T) PAMs, and NRN is recognized more efficiently
than NYN.10 However, activity assessments of ABEmax-SpRY were
performed at 120 h after transfection, much longer than 72 h for ABE-
max-NG and CBE-SpRY, suggesting possible undesirable editing
efficiency.8,10 Moreover, off-target effects, including transcriptome-
wide single guide RNA (sgRNA)-independent off-target RNA editing,
and DNA off-target induced by SpRY-Cas9 nuclease, should be
noticed for ABEmax-SpRY.10,11

Previous studies have demonstrated ABEs engineering with other Cas
homologs exhibit substantially lower or even no virtual activities,
compared with the corresponding cytosine base editors (CBEs), while
TadA-8e, a new TadA monomer generated by phage-assisted evolu-
tion, offers large improvements in base editing even when coupled
to non-SpCas9 Cas effectors.12–14 However, ABEs containing
TadA-8e also display higher off-target editing levels.12 To develop
the more efficient ABE that could break through the limitation of
PAM, we developed the 8e-SpRY editor by fusing the TadA-8e mono-
mer (hereafter referred to as TadA-8e) with SpRY-nCas9. Further-
more, to reduce the off-target induced by 8e-SpRY, we embedded
TadA-8e into the tolerant region of SpRY-Cas9 to develop CE-8e-
SpRY, a new SpRY-derived ABE with enhanced on-target editing ac-
tivity and reduced off-target effects. We also used CE-8e-SpRY to
achieve efficient editing at the PAH G728A site, a hotspot mutation
in Chinese phenylketonuria (PKU) patients. CE-8e-SpRY could
broaden the applicability of ABEs in correcting pathogenic point
mutations.
uthor(s).
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RESULTS
8e-SpRY shows higher editing efficiency

8e-SpRY was constructed by substituting the heterodimeric deami-
nase moiety of ABEmax-SpRY with TadA-8e (Figure 1A). Editing
efficiency was compared between ABEmax-SpRY and 8e-SpRY
across 47 sites (12 sites harboring NAN, 11 sites harboring NGN,
12 sites harboring NCN and 12 sites harboring NTN) in
HEK293T cells. Results showed that 8e-SpRY markedly increased
editing efficiency at all tested sites (Figures 1B, 1C and S1A–S1D).
Specifically, 8e-SpRY offered nearly four times higher average edit-
ing rate than ABEmax-SpRY (Figure 1D, 41.57% versus 10.34%,
p < 0.0001). Then we analyzed the editable positions, and found
the editing window of 8e-SpRY spanned from position 3 to 10,
wider than that of ABEmax-SpRY (counting PAM distal position
in target site as position 1, Figures 1E and S3A–S3B). These findings
demonstrated 8e-SpRY was an efficient adenine base editing tool
targeting almost all PAMs.
Engineering 8e-SpRY variants mediate robust base conversion

ABE8e was reported to induce increased DNA and RNA off-target
editing compared with ABEmax;12 SpRY-Cas9 induced increased
off-target events due to expanded PAM recognition compared with
NGG-Cas9.10 To overcome the off-target issues of base editors, two
strategies, including mutating deaminase domains and embedding
the deaminase into nCas9,12,15–18 were usually employed. Specifically,
V106W of TadA-8e domain, a mutation reported to reduce RNA and
DNA off-target for ABE8e, was introduced into 8e-SpRY to generate
V106W-SpRY.12 Our previous research showed that insertion of
deaminase into the 1048T-1063I region of nCas9 resulted in dramat-
ically decreased off-target and had a minimal impact on on-target ed-
iting,19 so we developed CE-8e-SpRY by embedding the TadA-8e into
this tolerant site of SpRY-nCas9. Moreover, four substitutions of
SpCas9 high-fidelity variant number 1 (SpCas9-HF1) could eliminate
DNA off-target events generated by relaxed PAM tolerances of SpRY-
Cas9.10 Thus, 8e-SpRY-HF and V106W-SpRY-HF were engineered
by introducing HF1 substitutions (N497A, R661A, Q695A, and
Q926A) to 8e-SpRY and V106W-SpRY, respectively (Figure 2A).
Totally, four new 8e-SpRY variants were developed.

The editing activities of these variants at endogenous sites were eval-
uated. V106W-SpRY and CE-8e-SpRY achieved comparable editing
rates to 8e-SpRY, while the other two 8e-SpRY variants, 8e-SpRY-
HF and V106W-SpRY-HF, exhibited decreased editing activities at
almost all tested sites (Figures 2B, 2C, and S2). Specifically, there
were significantly decreased editing rates for 8e-SpRY-HF and
V106W-SpRY-HF, compared with 8e-SpRY (p = 0.0015 for 8e-
SpRY-HF, p < 0.0001 for V106W-SpRY-HF, Figure 2D), while both
CE-8e-SpRY and V106W-SpRY had comparable efficiency (p =
0.3056 for CE-8e-SpRY, p = 0.3899 for V106W-SpRY, Figure 2D).
PAM preferences were further analyzed. Consistent with previous re-
ports, all three SpRY-based ABEs (8e-SpRY, CE-8e-SpRY, V106W-
SpRY) were more effective at NRN target sites than NYN (Figure 2E).
CE-8e-SpRY and V106W-SpRY remained the same editing window
as 8e-SpRY, but CE-8e-SpRY induced higher editing activities at po-
sitions 8–10 (Figures 2F and S3B–S3D). Our results suggested all of
the engineering variants showed robust base conversion.

Besides, ABE8 constructs (ABE8s), generated by evolving TadA
enzyme contained in ABE7.10, offer increased editing activities
than ABE7.10.20 Given that Cas-embedding strategy could maintain
comparable on-target efficiency, we also developed CE-8.17m-SpRY
and CE-8.20m-SpRY by inserting the deaminases of ABE8.17m and
ABE8.20m, two constructs exhibiting high editing efficiencies when
paired with diverse Cas9 nucleases, into SpRY-nCas9.20 Editing activ-
ities of CE-8e-SpRY, CE-8.17m-SpRY and CE-8.20m-SpRY were
compared across 14 endogenous sites covering NAN (three sites),
NTN (four sites), NCN (four sites), and NGN (three sites) PAMs.
The results showed CE-8.17m-SpRY and CE-8.20m-SpRY exhibited
significantly decreased editing activities, in comparison with CE-8e-
SpRY (p = 0.0002 for CE-8.17m-SpRY, p = 0.0038 for CE-8.20m-
SpRY, Figures S4A and S4B). A-to-non-G edits and indels generated
by CE-8e-SpRY and CE-8s-SpRYs were also analyzed. The results
showed that CE-8s-SpRYs induced less A-to-non-G edits and indels
than CE-8e-SpRY, but without significant differences (Figures S4C
and S4D). Therefore, 8e-SpRY variants were selected for subsequent
off-target assessments.

CE-8e-SpRY shows reduced RNA off-targets

Next, the RNA off-targets for SpRY-based ABEs were evaluated. DNA
on-target results showed all tested editors generated efficiently editing
at sgRNA targeting site, while ABEmax-SpRY exhibited relatively
weak editing activity (Figures 3A and S5A). Previous studies revealed
ABEmax induced tens of thousands of A-to-I (inosine) RNA edits in
human cells.11,15 Similar result was seen for ABEmax-SpRY (Fig-
ure 3B). Interestingly, compared with ABEmax-SpRY, higher
numbers of RNA total mutations while lower numbers of highly edi-
ted mutations (>40%), were observed for 8e-SpRY (Figures 3B–3D).
However, CE-8e-SpRY and V106W-SpRY, respectively, generated
2,097 and 9,184 RNA edits, much lower than 22,617 mutations of
8e-SpRY (Figures 3B and 3C). Specifically, RNA edits induced by
CE-8e-SpRY were 10.8 times lower than 8e-SpRY, 8.7 times lower
than ABEmax-SpRY, and 4.4 times lower than V106W-SpRY (Fig-
ure 3C). To further analyze the sequence preferences of RNA edits,
WebLogo 3.6.0 software was used. As expected, TadA/TadA* hetero-
dimer for ABEmax-SpRY highly edited tRNA-like CTACGAA
sequence at RNA levels, consistent with reported study (Figure S5B),15

while 8e-SpRY preferred a short TACmotif regardless of RNA editing
rates, which was also observed for CE-8e-SpRY and V106W-SpRY
(Figure 3E). This phenomenon may suggest that these two variants
might reduce RNA off-target by reducing the affinity for RNA instead
of altering the preferred sequences.

CE-8e-SpRY also decreased DNA off-targets

For sgRNA-dependent off-target DNA editing, the potential off-
target sites were predicted by Cas-OFFinder based on base-pair
mismatch.21 Four sgRNAs with the highest on-target activities at
NA/T/C/GN PAMs were chosen as on-target sequences. For each
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Figure 1. 8e-SpRY can induce A-to-G conversions with higher efficiency

(A) A schematic representation of ABEmax-SpRY and 8e-SpRY. (B) A-to-G base editing of endogenous sites bearing NRN with ABEmax-SpRY and 8e-SpRY in

HEK293T cells. (C) A-to-G base editing of endogenous sites bearing NYN with ABEmax-SpRY and 8e-SpRY in HEK293T cells. For (B) and (C), editing efficiency was shown

as mean ± SD, n = 3 independent experiments. (D) Editing efficiencies across target sites with NR/YN PAMs in HEK293T cells, summarized from (B) and (C), and Figure S1;

p < 0.0001 for comparison of ABEmax-SpRY and 8e-SpRY. Editing efficiencies are shown as mean ± SEM. (E) The comparison of editing windows between ABEmax-SpRY

and 8e-SpRY. Edited adenines were counted by setting the base distal to PAM as position 1; each data point is shown as mean ± SEM.
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target site, 10 predicted off-target sites in the genome with the least
mismatches and with NA/GN PAMs were selected preferentially.
The sequencing was performed at an average depth of 736858 � in
our study. Assessment results showed that all tested 8e-SpRY variants
except ABEmax-SpRY induced robust on-target editing (Figures 4A–
4D). There were no detectable editing activities at all OT sites except
1-OT3, 2-OT4, and 3-OT7 (Figures 4A–4D and S6). Compared with
8e-SpRY, CE-8e-SpRY substantially decreased OT activities at 2-OT4
and 3-OT7 sites except at the protospacer position 10 of 3-OT7 and
1-OT3 (Figures 4A–4D). Besides, introducing V106W and HF1 mu-
tations to 8e-SpRY also improved DNA off-target editing (Figure S7).
Moreover, in comparison with ABEmax-SpRY, 8e-SpRY variants
induced slightly increased A-to-non G editing and higher indels
(Figure S8).

Meanwhile, sgRNA-independent off-target DNA editing was assessed
by orthogonal R-loop assay, which detected ABE-induced mutations
at single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) regions created by nSaCas9/sgRNA
complex. Deep sequencing results indicated that, at three nSaCas9
R-loop sites, all three tested SpRY-ABEs displayed detectable off-
target activities at varying editing frequencies (Figure S9B).
Furthermore, both CE-8e-SpRY and V106W-SpRY induced
decreased off-target activities relative to 8e-SpRY, while the lowest
off-target editing frequencies were observed for CE-8e-SpRY (Fig-
ure S9B). Taken together, CE-8e-SpRY was selected as the best
SpRY-derived ABE with enhanced on-target editing activity and
reduced off-target effects.

Application of CE-8e-SpRY in correcting disease-relevant loci

Next, we further explored the potential of CE-8e-SpRY to correct
disease-associated mutations in human cells. We first established
three mutant cell lines harboring three different pathogenic muta-
tions. G728A substitution in PAH, the most prevalent mutation
among Chinese patients with phenylketonuria (PKU),21 was intro-
duced to HEK293T cells (HEK293TG728A); C494T mutation in
MYO7A, resulting in rare genetic deafness, was introduced to
U2OS cells (U2OSC494T); and C1331T in RAG1, a pathogenic muta-
tion of severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID), was introduced
to HeLa cells (HeLaC1331T). Correction sgRNAs with different
PAMs, locating respectively the target base at protospacer position
3–10 were designed.

In HEK293TG728A, using CE-8e-SpRY, three of eight correction
sgRNAs successfully generated detectable editing for the pathogenic
mutation, among which, sg1 mediated the highest A-to-G conversion
Figure 2. On-target editing characterizations of 8e-SpRYs in HEK293T cells

(A) A schematic representation of 8e-SpRY variants. (B) A-to-G base editing of endogen

endogenous sites bearing NYN with 8e-SpRYs in HEK293T cells. For (B) and (C), edit

efficiencies across target sites with NR/YN PAMs in HEK293T cells. p = 0.3056 for co

with V106W-SpRY; p = 0.0015 for comparison of 8e-SpRY with 8e-SpRY-HF; p < 0.000

target sites with NAN, NGN, NCN, and NTN, respectively. For (D) and (E), data are summ

three replicates; editing efficiencies are shown asmean ±SEM. (F) Editing windows of 8e

position 1; each data point is shown as mean ± SEM. Editing data of 8e-SpRY are from
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with the efficiency of 51.60%, other two sgRNAs (sg2 and sg3) gener-
ated average 7.02% and 8.82% editing, respectively (Figures 5B and
S10). Notably, the target mutation for sg1 was at protospacer position
10, where was usually inaccessible for canonical ABEs. Besides, base
substitution at the undesired site (c.729A) was also observed at a fre-
quency of 19.06%. Fortunately, the undesired base editing resulted in
synonymous mutation, producing intact PAH protein. We also as-
sessed the ability of ABEmax-NG, x-ABEmax, and ABEmax-SpRY
in correcting G728A mutation in HEK293TG728A, no corrections
were observed for the three ABEs (Figure S10).

In U2OSC494T, six of eight designed sgRNAs gave detectable
correction using CE-8e-SpRY, at efficiency of 11% to 63%
(Figures 5C and S11), compared with ABEmax-NG at efficiency
of 33% (Figures 5C and S11). In HeLaC1331T, CE-8e-SpRY induced
>40% editing efficiency with six sgRNAs at the target base, of
which, sg6 generated precise correction without bystander editing
(Figures 5D and S12). sg8 corrected the mutation at a higher effi-
ciency than sg6, accompanied with a synonymous substitution.
Meanwhile, ABEmax-NG with sg3, and ABEmax with sg4 also ex-
hibited efficient target base editing (56% and 41%, respectively,
Figures 5D and S12).

Application of CE-8e-SpRY in introducing disease-relevant loci

We also applied CE-8e-SpRY to introduce mutations associated with
Marfan syndrome (T3202C in FBN1) and glycogen storage disease
(T1214C in GAA) in U2OS cells, long QT syndrome (A944G in
KCNQ1), and Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (A494G in MFN2) in
HeLa cells, and hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin
(�198T > C at HBG promoter) in HEK293T cells. In each case, eight
sgRNAs locating the intended edit in protospacer position 3–10 were
tested for CE-8e-SpRY. At site T3202C in FBN1, where ABEmax-NG
failed to generate detectable editing, but CE-8e-SpRY achieved the
highest editing efficiency of 44% with sg5 (Figures 6 and S13). At
site T1214C in GAA, deleterious bystander editing could be avoided
by selecting the optimal sgRNAs with comparable efficiency to
ABEmax-NG (Figures 6 and S14). At sites A944G in KCNQ1 and
A494G inMFN2, the best sgRNA performed simultaneous target ed-
iting without collateral edits at much higher efficiency than canonical
ABEs (Figures 6, S16 and S17). For the site �198T > C at HBG pro-
moter, CE-8e-SpRYmediated higher intended editing, but also higher
bystander editing, in comparison with canonical ABEs (Figures 6 and
S15). Taken together, these results suggest CE-8e-SpRY outper-
formed conventional ABEs in generating efficient or desired target
editing through sgRNA optimization at disease-relevant loci.
ous sites bearing NRN with 8e-SpRYs in HEK293T cells. (C) A-to-G base editing of

ing efficiency is shown as mean ± SD, n = 3 independent experiments. (D) Editing

mparison of 8e-SpRY with CE-8e-SpRY; p = 0.3899 for comparison of 8e-SpRY

1 for comparison of 8e-SpRY with V106W-SpRY-HF. (E) Editing efficiencies across

arized from (B) and (C), and Figure S2. Each data point represents the mean of the

-SpRY variants. Edited adenines were counted with setting the base distal to PAM as

Figures 1B, 1C, and S1.



Figure 3. RNA off-target assessments of SpRY-derived ABEs

(A) On-target DNA base editing efficiencies of SpRY-derived ABEs. Editing efficiencies at position 8 of 3-NGC site were analyzed in HEK293T cells used to detect RNA off-

target effects. (B) The numbers of RNA A-to-I edits induced by SpRY-derived ABEs. (C) Normalized RNA edit numbers of SpRY-derived ABEs. The number of RNA edits

generated by 8e-SpRY was set as 100%. Data are summarized from (B). (D) The efficiency distributions of RNA A-to-I edits induced by SpRY-derived ABEs. Each dot

represents an edited adenine in RNA. For (B) and (D), two independent replicates are shown. (E) Sequence logos centered by the edited adenine with indicated editing ef-

ficiencies (>40%, >20%, and all) detected by RNA sequencing. Preferred sequences are highlighted in gray. Sequence logos of 8e-SpRY are from Figure S5B.
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DISCUSSION
CRISPR-derived base editors perform efficient genetic modifications
at specified DNA sites without generating DSBs and excess undesired
byproducts. In general, three major classes of base editors are
described: CBEs, which convert C$G base pairs to T$A base pairs;22

ABEs, which catalyze A$T-to-G$C conversions;1 and CGBEs
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022 737
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Figure 4. DNA off-target detection of 8e-SpRY variants at predicted sites

The heat maps showed DNA on-target (blue) and off-target (red) editing efficiencies (mean ± SD, n = 3 independent experiments) at 3-NAC (A), 3-NTT (B), 3-NCT (C), and

3-NGC (D), respectively. Off-target sites were predicted by Cas-OFFinder. The table below each figure gives the sequence information of three predicted off-target sites and

their corresponding on-target site. Mismatched bases are shown in red, and PAMs are highlighted in green.
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(C$G-to-G$C base editors), which mediate C$G-to-G$C base edit-
ing.23 Besides, PEs (prime editors) enable introduction of all 12 types
of point mutations in addition to small insertions and deletions.24 To
date, engineered editing tools have made many types of pathogenic
mutations editable. Half of known disease-associated gene variants
are point mutations, and nearly half of pathogenic point
mutations in principle could be corrected by ABEs or PEs induced
A$T-to-G$C conversions,3,4 making these two tools especially useful
in correcting the pathogenic genetic variants. However, prime editing
applications are still limited by undesired editing efficiency, which is
highly dependent on the design of prime editing guide RNAs, in
contrast, ABEs could induce more efficient editing when the target
nucleotide is present within the base editing window.24 In this study,
we generated CE-8e-SpRY, with expanded targeting scope and signif-
icant improvement in editing efficiency. ABEmax-SpRY only induced
738 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022
limited editing at protospacer position 5 to 6, while CE-8e-SpRY
generated robust editing activity spanning position 3 to 10, making
a wider range of nucleotides editable. Moreover, CE-8e-SpRY could
provide many options for spacer sequences regardless of PAM restric-
tion, allowing editing efficiency, DNA specificity, or other consider-
ations to be optimized to satisfy the given application.

We also compared the off-target effects of the new editors. Introduc-
tion of rationally engineered point mutations was the commonly
adopted method to minimize off-target activities.25 Our study
demonstrated, inserting TadA8e into the tolerate site of SpRY-Cas9
maintained comparable editing activities, making it a more recom-
mended way to generate the ABE targeting NNN PAMs. Besides,
Cheng and co-workers engineered ABE variants with diversified
editing scopes and reduced RNA off-target activities by inserting



Figure 5. Correction of pathogenic mutation using CE-8e-SpRY in different human cells

(A) Schematic diagram of simulating and correcting the pathogenic mutation in different human cell lines. The disease cell model was established by a cytosine base editing

system under the guide ofmut-sgRNA, then was corrected by CE-8e-SpRY. (B–D) Schematic diagrams illustrate the design of sgRNA for correction. sgRNAswith detectable

editing in Sanger chromatogram are displayed. Heatmaps show the editing efficiencies of bases (mean ± SD, n = 3 independent experiments). For (B), correction efficiency

was detected by deep-seq; for (C) and (D), correction efficiency was detected by Sanger sequencing. Red circles indicate pathogenic mutations; green circles indicate

bystander bases, which resulted in synonymous substitutions; purple circles indicate missense substitutions.
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into different sites of SpCas9,26 sharing similar editing traits to CE-8e-
SpRY. But CE-8e-SpRY itself displayed shifted editing scopes with
efficient editing activities (>40%) by recognizing NNN PAMs, and
could make every genomic site targetable and editable in principle.

We also found CE-8e-SpRY outperformed other variants in
reducing RNA off-target effects. Meanwhile, inserting TadA-8e
into SpRY-nCas9 generated comparable unintended editing to
introducing HF1 mutations, but higher off-target editing activities
than introducing V106W mutation. Thus, combining CE-8e-SpRY
with V106W mutation could be expected to achieve further im-
provements in RNA and DNA off-target effects. Alternatively, using
CE-8e-SpRY, a sgRNA that is unique in the genome or displays the
fewest DNA unwanted mutations could be selected to perform
target editing.

It is notifying, 8e-SpRY variants, including CE-8e-SpRY, induced
slightly increased A-to-non-G editing and higher indels than
ABEmax-SpRY; unsignificant increases in unwanted edits were also
observed for CE-8e-SpRY, compared with CE-8s-SpRYs. Given that
the frequencies of unwanted editing varied among target sites, sgRNA
optimization might be useful in reducing the formation of byprod-
ucts. Alternately, CE-8s-SpRYs could offer another choice for target
editing though at a lower frequency than CE-8e-SpRY when indels
and non-G edits are special concerns. For therapeutic applications,
multiple edits could be avoided or tolerated by optimal sgRNA with
CE-8e-SpRY, or selecting ABEs with a narrower activity window to
appropriately position the target bases.

Moreover, though ABEs were reported to induce minimal sgRNA-in-
dependent DNA off-targets,27,28 low but detectable off-target editing
could be observed by employing orthogonal R-loop assay which used
nickase SaCas9 (nSaCas9) to generate ssDNA regions.16 A recent
study also revealed R-loop assay with nSaCas9 detected higher off-
target editing than with dSaCas9.29 Therefore, R-loop assay using
nSaCas9 may be more suitable for detecting sgRNA-independent
DNA off-targets.

In summary, we developed a SpRY-derived ABE with improved effi-
ciency and specificity by embedding TadA-8e into SpRY-nCas9, and
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022 739
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Figure 6. Installation of disease-relevant mutations using CE-8e-SpRY in different human cells

Schematic diagrams illustrate the design of sgRNAs for installing. sgRNAs with detectable editing in Sanger chromatogram are displayed. Editing efficiency was detected by

Sanger sequencing and shown by Heatmaps (mean ± SD, n = 3 independent experiments). Red circles indicate pathogenic mutations, and purple circles indicate missense

substitutions.
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successfully applied it in correcting or introducing multiple patho-
genic mutations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid construction

ABEmax-SpRY and 8e-SpRY variants were derived from ABEmax
(Addgene 112095). Base editors involved in this study were con-
structed by introducing mutations or inserting amplified DNA
product to ABEmax plasmid using ClonExpress II One Step Cloning
Kit (Vazyme, C112-01). DNA sequences of new constructs are pro-
vided in Table S1. DNA oligos for constructing sgRNA expression
vectors were synthesized, annealed, and cloned into BsaI-digested
pGL3-U6-sgRNA-EGFP or pGL3-U6-sgRNA-mCherry. Detailed
sgRNA sequences for detecting on-target editing activities and dis-
ease-associated sites editing are displayed in Tables S2 and S6,
respectively.
740 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022
Cell culture and transfection

HEK293T, U2OS, and HeLa cells were cultured in DMEM (Gibco)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (v/v) (Gibco) and 1%
Penicillin Streptomycin (Gibco). Cells were passaged once every 2
to 3 days and incubated at 37�C with 5% CO2. For plasmid transfec-
tion in this study, unless otherwise specified, HEK293T cells were
seeded on 24-well plates (JET-BIOFIL) 1 day before transfection
and transfected at approximately 70% to 80% confluence using EZ
trans (Shanghai Life iLab Biotech Co., Ltd) according to the manufac-
turer’s protocols, then 2 days later, 15% GFP-positive cells were har-
vested by fluorescence activating cell sorter (FACS). To assess editing
activities of ABEs, HEK293T cells were transfected with 600-ng edi-
tors and 300-ng corresponding sgRNAs. To evaluate RNA off-target
effects, HEK293T cells were seeded on a 6-cm dish (JET-BIOFIL) and
transfected with 4 mg editors and 2 mg sgRNAs; 10% GFP-positive
cells were isolated. To detect sgRNA-dependent off-target DNA edit-
ing, 600 ng editors were co-transfected with 300 ng corresponding
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sgRNAs and cells with top 15%GFP signal were collected 3 days later.
Orthogonal R-loop assays, used to analyze sgRNA-independent off-
target DNA editing, were performed as previously described.30 In
brief, 300 ng tested editors, 200 ng SpRY sgRNAs, 300 ng nSaCas9,
and 200 ng SaCas9 sgRNAs were co-transfected into HEK293T cells.
Fifteen percent GFP and mCherry double-positive cells were isolated
3 days later.

Detection of DNA on- and off-target editing

Sorted cells by FACS were lysed in the lysis buffer (50 mM KCl,
1.5 mMMgCl2, 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.5% Nonidet P-40, 0.5% Tween
20, 100 mg/mL protease K) at 65�C for 30 min, then 98�C for 3 min.
Fragments containing the target sites were amplified using Phanta
Max Super-Fidelity DNA polymerase (Vazyme, P505-d1); cell lysates
were used as the template. PCR products were analyzed by
Sanger sequencing and deep sequencing on Illumina Nova Seq
6000 platform (2 � 150 PE). Sanger sequencing results were further
processed by EditR (https://moriaritylab.shinyapps.io/editr_v10/).31

Deep sequencing data were processed as previously described.19 In
brief, AdapterRemoval version 2.2.2 was used to remove the adapter
pair of the paired-end reads; paired-end read alignments of 11 base
pairs or more bases were combined into a single consensus read;
then the BWA-MEM algorithm (BWA v0.7.16) was used to map
the processed data to target sequences. Mutation rate was calculated
using bam-readcount with parameters -q 20 -b 30. Indels were
considered to occur in reads containing at least one inserted or
deleted nucleotide in protospacer. Primer used for detecting DNA
on-target editing are listed in Table S3. DNA off-target sites are dis-
played in Table S4. Primer used for detecting DNA off-target editing
are shown in Table S5. Primers used for detecting disease-associated
sites editing are provided in Table S7.

Detection of RNA off-target editing

For RNA off-target editing assessment, isolated HEK293T cells by
FACS were immediately treated with TRIzol reagent (Vazyme,
R401-01), and total RNA was extracted according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. RNA sequencing was performed on Illumina
Nova Seq 6000 platform (2� 150 PE) at a depth of�20 million reads
per sample. RNA sequencing data were processed as previously
described.19 Briefly, STAR software (Version 2.5.1) was employed
to map sequence reads to human reference genome (hg38);
GENCODE version V30 was used to make annotation; after
removing duplication, variants were called using GATK
HaplotypeCaller (version 4.1.2) and filtered with QD (quality by
depth) < 2; variants were verified and quantified by bam-readcount
with parameters -q 20 -b 30. The given edits should have at least
10 � depth and at least 99% of reads supporting the reference allele
in the wild-type samples. Finally, only A-to-G edits in transcribed
strand were used for further analysis.

Modeling and correcting pathogenic mutations

For modeling pathogenic mutation in HEK293T, U2OS, and HeLa
cells, 600 ng CBEs and 300 ng corresponding mut-sgRNAs were
co-transfected into cells. Two days later, single GFP-positive cells
were sorted into a 96-well plate (JET-BIOFIL) by FACS. After
culturing 10 to 14 days, part cells of single colonies were used to
identify genotype, and the other cells were continuously cultured.
Genotype identification was performed by Sanger sequencing and
the cell colonies with homozygote mutations were identified as dis-
ease cell lines. Then disease cell lines were seeded on 24-well plates
and transfected as described above. Correction efficiency was also de-
tected as described above. To introduce disease-relevant mutations in
different cells, HEK293T, U2OS, and HeLa cells were seeded, trans-
fected, and detected as described above.

Statistics

Unless otherwise noted, results from two or three independent exper-
iments were presented as the mean ± SD. GraphPad Prism 8.0 was
adopted to perform statistical analysis and graphing. Unpaired Stu-
dent’s t test (two-tailed) was used for comparisons and p < 0.05
was considered to be statistically significant.
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